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A family of methods uses colloidal particles as a mechanical probe for deforming the medium in

conjunction with a procedure to trace the movement of the particles to get rheological information in

a very wide frequency range. All of them are under the heading of microrheology. In the last decade,

they have been developed up to the point of being a useful tool for understanding the structure and the

dynamics of solutions with embedded thread-like supramolecular structures. This is the case of

wormlike micellar solutions, which is the main interest of the paper. Here the impact of microrheology

has been essential, providing structural information not easily obtained by other methods.

Microrheology has also made an important contribution to the understanding of other threadlike

system, as in the case of F-actin or fd virus solutions; they will also be discussed.
1. Introduction

Many of the diverse material properties observed in fluid soft

materials are related to the complex supramolecular structures

embedded in them, which introduce complex dynamics, usually

described with multiple characteristic lengths and time scales that

can be assessed by different methods. One of the most popular

and frequently used methods is rheology, which is employed to

examine a broad variety of materials ranging from paints,

polymeric formulations, food, biomaterials, surfactant solutions
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and personal care products, just to mention a few. The rheo-

logical response of soft matter materials can be linear or non-

linear depending on the applied stress. Nonlinearity is usually

a sign of structural rearrangement in the system by the applied

stress or deformation. For systems close to thermodynamic

equilibrium, there is always a linear response regime for small

enough applied strain or stress. Here, in soft materials, one of the

most important properties is the shear modulus, G, which

connects the deformation and flow of materials in response to

applied stresses, s ¼
ðt
�N

dt0Gðt� t0Þ _g. Here, s is the shear stress

and _g is the shear rate. In contrast with other materials, like
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simple liquids or solids, the shear modulus in soft materials

exhibit significant time, or frequency, dependence in the range of

milliseconds to seconds, or even to minutes. In essence, these

materials are viscoelastic, i.e., they exhibit both a viscous and an

elastic response. Viscoelasticity properties are usually measured

with mechanical rheometers that probe macroscopic samples,

i.e., in the milliliter range, in a limited frequency range (u� 10�2–

30 rad/s), and in various deformation geometries depending on

the extent of strain and the magnitude of shear modulus to be

measured. On the other hand, in the last two decades, micro-

rheological techniques1–11 have been developed up to the point of

being reliable to get useful structural and dynamic information in

soft materials. Actually, microrheology does not describe

a particular technique. The general principle behind micro-

rheology is first, to minimize the mechanical probe that deforms

the medium, which is typically a colloidal particle, and second to

employ a modern technique to trace the particle probe movement

(optical microscopy, light scattering, etc.). A colloidal particle is

a delicate probe, which introduces a minimum perturbation in

the structure and dynamics of fragile soft matter (thermal ener-

gies� kBT, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature).

This combination allows the measurement of the rheological

material properties at the micrometer and submicrometer scales.

Therefore, microrheology is a good option when the limitations

of standard mechanical rheology are an issue, like the range of

frequencies, the size of the shear moduli that can be probed, the

sample size, or heterogeneity of specimen to be measured. The

aim of this short review is confined to presenting an overview for

newcomers on how microrheology can be a useful tool for

understanding the structure and the dynamics of solutions with

embedded thread-like supramolecular structures. We will be

mainly focused on the case of wormlike micellar solutions,

although other thread-like systems will also be discussed. Of

course, this is a personal point of view of where these kinds

of techniques have contributed the most to the understanding of

soft matter, and where the most promising developments for the

near future are. In the literature, there are excellent reviews

focusing on different aspects, as the initial developments and

detailed history of the methods,1–5 more refined techniques and

novel applications,5–9 theory,10 different descriptions,7,10,11 and

fundamental assumptions behind the generalized Stokes–Ein-

stein relation,10 etc.
Fig. 1 Different procedures of data inversion used in microrheology to

provide the complex shear modulus G*(u) in fluid soft materials, starting

from different measured quantities related to the time evolution of the

fluctuating position, r(t), of a colloidal probe particle. (Modified figure

from Fig. 2 in T. A. Waigh, Rep. Prog. Phys., 2005, 68, 685.)
2. Methods in microrheology

The basic assumption in microrheology is that the motion of

micron-size colloidal particles dispersed within a fluid is deter-

mined by the mechanical properties of the surrounding medium,

and in a natural way, microrheology has been used to examine

the linear response of complex fluids. The experimental methods

fall into two classes depending of the forces operating on the

probe particles: (1) In passive microrheology, the properties of

the material are extracted from the motion of thermally fluctu-

ating colloidal probes. In this group, it is included particle

tracking with video microscopy, and diffusive wave spectroscopy

(DWS), as well as its extensions like multispeckle DWS. (2) In

active microrheology, a probe is actively driven within the

material, either in oscillatory or in steady motion by the use of

optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers, or atomic force microscopy.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
As we will mention later, new instruments have been developed

where measurements using both kinds of methods are possible.

Below, we will describe the most popular methods used in

microrheology. Fig. 1 can be of help to understand how the

different procedures of data inversion provide the complex shear

modulus, starting from different measured quantities. Fig. 2 is

a guide of the typical ranges for the shear moduli and frequency

that can be obtained with the techniques discussed below that

provide good results in fluid soft materials. This figure could be

of help to the newcomers to determine which experimental

method is the most appropriate for their particular interests.

Many experimental details can be found in review papers.7,11
2.1. Methods related to direct particle tracking

Fundamental to any kind of experimental method, using probe

particles to obtain the rheological response of a complex fluid, is

a quantitative modeling of the interaction of the probe with its

surroundings. In 1995, Mason and Weitz12 showed a method

where the ensemble average of the position mean-square

displacement (MSD), hDr2(s)i h h[r(t + s)�r(t)]2i, of a colloidal

probe particle, due to thermal fluctuations can be related to the

properties of the particle’s surrounding material; r is the particle

position at time t, and s is the lag time. Here, the motion of

a particle of mass m immersed in a complex fluid undergoing

Brownian motion is described by a generalized Langevin equa-

tion, where the viscoelastic effects are taken into account using

a causal time-dependent memory function, z(t).12,13

m
dv

dt
ðtÞ ¼ f RðtÞ �

ðt
0

zðt� sÞvðsÞds: (1)

Here, v(t) is the particle velocity, and fR(t) denotes the random

Brownian forces acting on the particle. The capability to store

energy upon deformation changes the temporal correlations of

the stochastic forces acting upon the particle at thermal equi-

librium, since the suspending medium must satisfy the fluctua-

tion dissipation theorem hfR(t)$fR(t + s)i ¼ 3kBTz(s). In this

method, it is assumed10–13 that the microscopic memory function
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937 | 5927
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Fig. 2 Typical ranges for the shear viscoelastic moduli (elastic G0(u) and
viscous G0 0(u) modulus) and frequency that can be measured in fluid soft

materials using microrheological methods. (Modified figure from Fig. 1

in T. A. Waigh, Rep. Prog. Phys., 2005, 68, 685.)
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is proportional to the bulk-frequency dependent viscosity of the

fluid, ~h(s)¼ ~z(s)/6pR, which is a generalization of the Newtonian

fluid behavior. Here, s is the frequency in the Laplace domain.

The relation between the Laplace transform of G(t), ~G(s), and

MSD can be written in Laplace space, as:

~GðsÞ ¼ s~hðsÞ ¼ s

6pR

"
6kBT

s2
�
D~r2ðsÞ��ms

#
: (2)

Here, R is the probe radius and � caps indicate Laplace

transform. A generalized Stokes–Einstein equation is obtained

neglecting the second term, since inertial effects are negligible

whenu < 106. A unilateral Fourier transformation, Fu, of eqn (2),

or employing analytic continuity (s / iu), leads to the complex

shear modulus G*(u), which is the Fourier transform of G(t), as

a function of frequency:

G�ðuÞ ¼ 6kBT

pRiuFu

�
Dr2ðtÞ�: (3)

Using this equation in conjunction with particle video tracking

gives rise to what is known as single-particle microrheology

(1PMR). An extension to this method is the two-particle

microrheology (2PMR),14,15 which is based on multiparticle

video tracking to measure the relative vector displacement of

tracers. When r [ R, ~G(s) ¼ kBT/2prs ~Drr(r,s). Here, Drr is the

diffusion coefficient for correlated fluctuations of two-particle

motion along the line connecting them. This method was devel-

oped to study heterogeneous materials that have structures

typically on length scale of the size of the probe particles. These

structures could cause the material to dissipate energy differently

from point to point. Therefore, they could be the dominant

factor determining a result in a viscoelastic measurement. This

new method does not depend on the exact nature of the coupling

between the tracers and the medium, and yields accurate rheo-

logical data for highly inhomogeneous materials. In addition, it

allows examining dynamics at length scales much larger that the

probe radius. Therefore, tracking the motion of the probe

particles by any experimental technique and using eqn (3), or its

extensions (2PMR), leads to passive methods to get G*(u).
5928 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937
2.2. Methods related to the response function or to the power

spectral density of position particle fluctuations

In another method, the viscoelastic information of a material can

be obtained through an applied force F on an embedded particle,

and its resulting displacement r; both quantities are related by r(u)

¼ a(u)F(u), in the linear regime. Here, a is the response function,

and the various quantities represent the complex Fourier trans-

forms depending on the angular frequency u. In the absence of

any externally applied forces, Brownian motion will give rise to

fluctuations of the particle position. These fluctuations are

fundamentally related to the temperature of the system and to a

(u), via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem,16 which relates the

imaginary part of a(u), denoted by a(u)00, to the power spectral

density of fluctuations of the particle position r, by:

D��rðuÞ��2E ¼ 2kBTa00ðuÞ
u

: (4)

Provided that these quantities can be measured over a wide

enough frequency range, the Kramer–Kronig integral relation16

allows the determination of the real part ofa(u), denoted bya(u)0,
and then the full complex response function a(u). A small error

could be expected from the finite integration limits in the integral;

however, this error is in general negligible when a high frequency

sampling rate is used.17G*(u) canbe related toa(u) using18–20a(u)

¼ 1/6pRG*(u), where G*(u) ¼ G0(u) + iG00(u) is complex and

frequency dependent. In oscillatory experiments, the real part of

G*(u), the storage or elastic modulus G0(u), is in phase with the

applied shear strain and the imaginary part of G*(u), the viscous

or loss modulus, G0 0(u), is in phase with _g. A typical example of

this kind ofmeasurements can be seen in Fig. 3 for aWMsolution

(details about the WM solutions are given below).

In the same line of thinking, another possibility is to apply

controlled external forces to the probe particle to get the response

function a(u). This can be done through the simultaneous

measurement of both, an applied calibrated periodic force F(u)

and the resulting displacement r(u), including any phase shift

between them, to finally evaluate a(u); this leads to active

methods. Optical tweezers can be used to exert forces or drag

a trapped particle to mechanically deform the embedding

medium. In an optical trap, mechanical forces (� 0.1–100 pN)

can be readily applied with nanometer position resolution. Such

forces have to be quantified prior modeling the optical trap as

a linear spring, by measuring small particle displacements from

the center of the trap, and by calibrating the trap stiffness. This

stiffness depends in part on the refractive index and size of the

particle, the wavelength of the trapping light, the dimensions,

and photon flux in the trap focus, as well as on the optical

properties of the surrounding medium. When an optical trap is

employed, the particle is physically held inside a detection zone,

avoiding traditional particle tracking complications associated

with a freely diffusing particle exiting the field of view. Optical

tweezers can also passively monitor the motion of a trapped

particle resulting from thermal forces.21

New instruments using optical tweezers have been reported

where both passive and active microrheology can be performed

in the same probe particle,22–24 through the proper disposition of

two collinear lasers for generating twooptical traps.Oneof them is

used to drive the particle, which creates a sinusoidally oscillated
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 3 Typical microrheology results using power spectral densities of

position particle fluctuations in a WM solution made of equimolar

quantities of CPyCl and NaSal in salty water, at different surfactant

concentration in wt%. Upper panel: Power spectral densities as a function

of the frequency. Lower panel: Elastic modulus G0(u) (left) and viscous

G0 0(u) modulus (right) obtained by use of the Kramers–Kronig integral.

Solid and dashed lines correspond to different sampling rates, 195 and 20

kHz, respectively. Symbols are macrorheology results obtained with

a piezorheometer. (Modified figure from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in M.

Buchanan, M. Atakhorrami, J. F. Palierne, F. C. MacKintoch, C. F.

Schmidt, Phys. Rev. E., 2005, 72, 11504.)
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optical trap. The other laser generates a stationary trap, which is

used to sensitively detect the position the particle by using back-

focal-plane interferometry. In this way, it is possible to reach

resolution of nanometer-level distortions and high-frequency

responses, up to �10 kHz, not accessible with video particle

tracking, which is typically limited to �10 Hz. In comparison,

using traditional video particle tracking methods, the particle

location measurement is limited in spatial and temporal resolu-

tion. Traditionally, magnetic tweezers have been used in active

microrheology because they can explore higher force levels than

optical tweezers. An example ofmagnetic tweezers is in ref. 25, and

for a comparison among different tweezers see ref. 26. However,

optical tweezers are increasingly finding new activemicrorheology

applications, because of their versatility and ability to precisely

positionbeads in locations of interest. Simultaneousmanipulation

with optical tweezers of multiple beads, whose surface chemistry

can be easily modified, could allow the measurement of different

interactions between the beads and the surrounding medium; this

is a promising line of research in the future.
2.3. Methods of particle tracking related to light scattering

In DWS, the Brownian motion of probe particles incorporated in

the fluid of interest is tracked with multiple dynamic light
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
scattering; the particles in the fluid are in a concentration that

makes it turbid. Here, photons are multiply scattered and lose

their q-dependence. This leads to instruments using only trans-

mission or back scattering geometries. DWS connects the

temporal electric field fluctuations of the scattered light emerging

from the turbid suspension, characterized by the time averaged

field autocorrelation function (ACF), g(1)(s) ¼ hE(0)E*(t)i/h|E
(0)|2i, to the motion of the particles incorporated in the fluid.

That is, the MSD of the probe particles can be determined by

collecting the scattered intensity from a single speckle of scat-

tered light, over a sufficiently long collection period, to allow the

evaluation of the time-averaged light intensity ACF, g(2)(s). This
measured ACF is related to g(1)(s) through the Siegert relation: |

g(2)(s)| ¼ 1 + b|g(1)(s)|2, where b is an instrumental factor deter-

mined by the collection optics. When all the scattering particles

suspended in the fluid are free to explore the same local envi-

ronment during the course of a measurement, the scattering

process is ergodic, and time-averaged (<.>T) and ensemble-

averaged (<.>E) correlation functions are identical. In a trans-

mission geometry, the fluid under investigation with the scat-

tering particles immersed in it, can be treated as a slab with an

infinite transverse extent and a thickness L [ l*, where l* is the

transport mean free path. After travelling a l* distance light is

randomized, and the transport of light in a turbid medium can be

described by the diffusion approximation.27–29 In this case, the

expression of the time averaged field ACF, g(1)(s), is a function of

the MSD, the wave vector of the incident light, k0, and l*, i.e.,

g(1)(s) ¼ g(1)(hDr2(s)i, k0, l*).27–29 Therefore, the MSD of the

particles can be extracted from the experimental g(1)(s), because l*

is normally determined in an independent measurement, or it can

be determined using DWS in transmission geometry for

suspensions where the properties of the particles are known.30–32

Finally, by using eqn (3) the modulus G*(u) can be obtained. A

typical example of this kind of measurements can be seen in

Fig. 4 for a WM solution (details about the WM solutions are

given below).

The available frequency range for G*(u) using DWS is �10�2–

106 rad/s, allowing rheological measurements in complex fluids at

high frequencies that are impossible with traditional mechanical

measurements.9 An important extension of DWS has been made,

which is called multispeckle DWS. This method was developed

for studying systems with slowly evolving transient behavior,

exhibiting both short and long relaxation times, up to the point

that ergodicity of the media is not assured, i.e., <.>T s <.>E.

When this occurs an essential problem ensues, because ensemble

averaged quantities are commonly calculated theoretically, while

in experiments measurements are usually done by time aver-

aging. The method to correctly measure the ensemble-averaged

intensity ACF is based on two ingredients: (a) the multiplication

rule,33 which is based on the idea that light transmitted through

a sandwich of two turbid cells can be considered ergodic even

though only the second cell is ergodic. If absorption and/or

leakage of light take place at the interface between the cells, the

multiplication rule relates the intensity ACF of light transmitted

through the double-cell sandwich to the ACF of individual cells

by a simple multiplication. (b) The use of a CCD camera in

transmission geometry,34 as a multispeckle light detector to allow

the simultaneous calculation of several hundreds of correlation

functions, where each correlation function is started at a different
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937 | 5929
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Fig. 4 Microrheology results in a WM solution using DWS. Upper

panel: Typical MSD curve as a function of time coming form the light

intensity ACF g(2)(s) presented in the inset for WMs made of CTAB and

NaSal in salty water. The solid line over the experimental points (squares)

is the best fit to eqn (5); the main terms of this equation are presented in

the figure. Medium panel: Elastic modulus G0(u) (blue open circles

forming a plateau) and viscous modulus (red open circles), obtained from

theMSD presented in the upper panel by using Eq, 3 on the best fit to eqn

(5). Solid spheres correspond to results of mechanical rheology presenting

the typical behavior of a Maxwell fluid. Inset: A typical Cole-Cole

diagram G0 0(u) vs. G0(u) producing a semicircle when the fluid behaves as

a Maxwell fluid, at low and intermediate frequencies. Lower Panel:

Typical moduli for WMs made of TDPS and SDS in salty water and the

best fit to the G0 0(u) and G0(u) expressions of a Maxwell fluid (lines).

5930 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937
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time. The multispeckle nature of the CCD camera detector

means that a true ensemble average is calculated; no time aver-

aging is necessary.
2.4. Compatibility of measurements and future developments

When one type of response function is measured in the linear

response regime, there is a well defined formalism to transform

one rheological measured quantity into another.10 Standard

transformations allow G*(u) common in mechanical rheology,

where oscillatory stress as a function of strain or viceversa are

usually measured, to be transformed into G(t), which comes from

the stress relaxation following a fast deformation experiment, or

into the compliance, coming from creep under a constant stress

experiment. Therefore, the information obtained by micro-

rheology can be translated into the different ways of treating the

rheological information.

It is important to mention that microrheology is in constant

development. There are important contributions that in the

future could be of great significance. Some examples can be

mentioned. The extension of DWS to describe the crossover

between the single scattering and the diffusive regimes35 probably

will impact biological imaging applications. The micro-

rheological characterization of anisotropic materials using

particle tracking36 could influence many areas of soft materials,

like those related to liquid crystals, biopolymer gels, etc. There is

a theoretical proposal for estimating the frequency-dependent

shear viscosity in complex fluids, from the behavior of the

velocity autocorrelation function of suspended Brownian parti-

cles in a limited time interval, which is determined by the viscous

relaxation time of the particles.37 An active method has been

proposed to measure the stress coefficients of complex fluids that

represents a first quantitative measurement of a nonlinear

rheological property with microrheology.38 Quite recently, an

experimental procedure has been reported using micro-

rheological measurements with optical tweezers, where a gener-

alized Langevin equation is adopted for relating the time-

dependent trajectory of a particle in an imposed flow, to the

frequency-dependent moduli of a complex fluid. This procedure

allows measuring the frequency dependent material linear

viscoelastic properties.39 Probably in the future holographic

optical trapping40 would be more popular in microrheology,

because it is a method for applying precisely controlled forces to

microscopic objects, where a computer-generated hologram is

imprinted onto the wavefronts of a laser beam using a diffractive

optical element. The modified beam then is relayed to a high-

numerical-aperture lens, which focuses the light into the desired

pattern of optical traps. This three-dimensionally structured light

field induces the motion of illuminated objects through

a combination of induced-dipole forces that arise from local

intensity gradients, and radiation pressure, which is directed by

local phase gradients. Particle tracking microrheology has been

also extended to the study of fluid interfaces; a review of this issue
Inset: The change of slope from 5/9 to 3/4 of |G* (u)| at u0. (Modified

figure from Fig. 4 in J. Galvan-Miyoshi, J. Delgado, R. Castillo, Eur.

Phys. J. E, 2008, 26, 369, and from Fig. 5 in E. Sarmiento-Gomez, D.

Lopez-Diaz, R. Castillo. J. Phys. Chem. B., 2010, 114, 12193.)

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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can be found in ref. 41. Another promising contact with optical

microrheology can occur in the future with related techniques, as

those involving the recent attempts to develop active electrical

microrheology,42–44 where electric-field-induced displacement of

charged spherical colloids embedded in hydrogels can simulta-

neously measure the viscoelastic properties of the matrix, and the

physicochemical characteristics of the probe particles.

Microrheology is based upon the assumptions that the complex

fluid can be treated as a continuum around the particle (with non-

slip boundary conditions), i.e., the length scales of the network

where the particle is embedded are smaller than the size of the

particle, and that the Stokes relation for viscous fluids can be

extended to describe the viscoelastic drag on a sphere at all

frequencies. However, if some of these assumption fails, one

cannot generally expect agreement between microrheology and

macrorheologymeasurements. This occurs when the system is out

of equilibrium, non-homogeneous, anisotropic, or when strong

probe-material interactions are present, just to mention a few. A

detailed discussion of when the generalized Stokes–Einstein

relation breaks down can be found in ref. 10. 2PMRhas helped to

dealwith someof these problems.However, in some cases a failure

in some of the assumptions could encode new rheological infor-

mation that is inaccessible tomacroscopic rheometry,which could

motivate to develop new techniques. To this end, theory must be

developed to take into account the effects related with the finite

size of the probe particles, and its connection with the character-

istic lengths of the thread-like structures where the particles are

embedded, as well as the effects associated with the boundary

conditions over the particle surface. A step in that direction has

been presented recently45,46 by using non-Markovian diffusion

equations, which helps to understand the finite-size effects and

confinement, as well as hydrodynamic interactions.
3. Wormlike micelles

3.1. Structure and length scales

The study of structure, equilibrium behavior, and rheology of

fluids with embedded long linear and flexible tubular aggregates

formedby self-assembly of surfactantsmolecules, better knownas

wormlike micelles (WMs) has a long history. This can be exam-

ined in several review articles.47–52 WM fluids have been investi-

gated because of their intriguing properties, such as their response

to mechanical perturbations, which is viscoelastic, their analogies

with polyelectrolytes and polymers, their non-linear rheological

behaviorwith a plateau in the shear stress (s) vs. shear rate ( _g) flow

curve where in many cases shear banding is observed,53–56 and

because solutions with embedded WMs have become important

since their applications cover a wide spectrum:48 fracture fluids,

drag reducing agents, templates for material systems, products of

personal care, and household products.

In solution, amphiphilic molecules self-assemble to form

various supramolecular structures,50 the geometry of which can

be spherical, cylindrical, lamellar, etc. The preferred geometry is

fixed by the spontaneous curvature determined by the most

effective packing of the assembled aggregates. Therefore, the

organization within these supramolecular structures will depend

on a complex interplay of molecular geometry, amphiphilic

character, and charge of all the involved molecules in the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
supramolecular structures. This interplay can be modified by

many factors as surfactant concentration, added cosurfactants or

hydrotope salts, as well as pH, temperature, and ionic strength of

the media. The preferred interfacial curvature optimizes the

system energetically but does not account for the effects of

entropy. At low concentration, below the critical micelle

concentration (CMC), entropy favors uniform dissolution of the

amphiphile in the solvent, so that both self-assembly and

aggregation are negligible. Above the CMC, interaction domi-

nates and entropy effects are reduced. Consequently, the number

of aggregates, usually spherical, sharply increases. Cylindrical

micelles with a diameter d, are formed by amphiphiles with

moderate spontaneous curvature (higher than those that form

bilayers, but lower than those that form spherical micelles). In

these aggregates, energy is optimized when the curvature is

uniform everywhere, forming long linear structures (WMs).

However, the system entropy introduces a degree of randomness

through bending of the cylindrical micelles, which adds confor-

mational entropy in a manner similar to the configurational

entropy of polymeric chains, and through topological defects, in

the form of end-caps and/or branch junction points. These two

defects are introduced by the formation of regions with differing

local curvatures, but incurring different energetic penalties. The

overall entropic gain associated with end-caps is greater than that

of branch points. Although the appearance of topological defects

introduces an entropy gain, the type of defect that dominates the

system is set by the amphiphile spontaneous curvature. If the

scission energy,Esc, of amicelle (the energy required to create two

end-caps from an infinite cylinder) is large enough, then the semi-

flexible linear micelles may become very long and entangled, at

relatively low total surfactant volume fraction. The distance

between entanglement points along a WM will be denoted by le
(see Fig. 5). End-caps increase entropy by increasing the number

of micelles in a given system. Thus, lowering the scission energy

shortens the linear micelle contour length, Lc (see Fig. 5). On the

other hand, branch junction points increase the number of

possible configurations, enabling percolation, and the formation

of extended micellar networks, which leads to a multi-connected

rather than an entangled cylindrical micelle network.

A key difference of WMs with respect to polymers, where

molecular weight distribution is quenched at time of the

synthesis, is their equilibrium nature as they constantly break

and reform. In WMs, molecular weight distribution is in thermal

equilibrium. Small changes in surfactant structure, counterion

type and concentration, added electrolytes, or temperature can

alter their Lc, the flexibility measured through the bending

modulus defined by k ¼lpkBT (lp is the persistence length, see

Fig. 5), and the interaction among them, resulting in pronounced

changes in the rheological properties. Theory of WM systems is

far from being complete, and it is dominated by the reptation-

reaction model and its extensions,57–60 which are a generalization

of the reptation model that successful describes the dynamics of

non-breakable polymers. In the fast breaking limit, stress relax-

ation decays exponentially with a single relaxation time at low

and intermediate frequencies, G(t) ¼ G0exp(�t/sM), as in

a Maxwell fluid. Here, the reptation-reaction model proposes

that the relaxation time, sM, is the geometric mean of two

characteristic times: for micellar breaking and recombination, sb,
and for micellar reptation, sR, where sb must be much smaller
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937 | 5931
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Fig. 5 The most important characteristic lengths in a thread-like

network. Linear contour length, Lc, persistence length lp, entanglement

length le, mesh size x, and diameter d of the filamentous structures.

(Modified figure from Fig. 1 in B. A. Schubert, E. W. Kaler, N. J.

Wagner, Langmuir, 2003, 19, 4079.)
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than sR. sR represents the time needed for a chain to completely

disengage from its original tube by diffusing a distance of the

order of Lc. sb is the lifetime of a micellar end before it undergoes

a recombination reaction. In consequence, all tube segments

relax at the same time rate and there are no dispersion of

relaxation times.57–60 In fact, a single relaxation time at low

frequencies is a so distinctive WM characteristic that if an

unknown micellar systems has this property, the first assumption

about its structure is to consider the presence of WMs. Typically,

G0 �1–1000 Pa denotes the elastic modulus and sM � 1 ms–1000

s; hm ¼ sMG0. Therefore, in a good approximation at low and

intermediate frequencies (u < 100 rad/s), WM solutions are

viscoelastic, and similar to a Maxwell fluid (See Fig.4b and 4c),

i.e., in the corresponding time range (t >10 ms) a single relaxation

time dominates,47–49 and the stress relaxation decays exponen-

tially with a single relaxation time. Translating the stress relax-

ation to the frequency domain gives: G*(u)¼GoiusM/1 + iusM
(See Fig. 4c). A Cole-Cole plot of G0 0(u) vs. G0(u) produces

a typical semicircle in Maxwell fluids (See inset of Fig. 4b).

At high frequencies, where time scales are shorter than those of

WM breakage time, the Maxwellian stress relaxation processes

are essentially frozen, and the micelles can be regarded as semi-

flexible polymer chains. Stress relaxes via intramicellar processes:

First, it is dominated by the Rouse-Zimm modes and then by the

internal relaxation of individual Kuhn segments. At this

frequency range, G* exhibits a power-law behavior, G* � un,

with the exponent n � 5/9 in the Rouse–Zimm regime, which

changes to n � 3/4 , where the internal bending modes of Kuhn

segments dominate. This change occurs at a critical frequency,61

u0, corresponding to the shortest relaxation time in the Rouse–

Zimm spectrum (See Fig.4c).
3.2. Impact of microrheology in determining the WM length

scales

One of the most important contributions of microrheology to the

study of WM systems is that G* (u) can be experimentally
5932 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937
acquired, at high frequencies and with enough precision (See

Fig. 3 and 4), allowing to estimate the most important charac-

teristic lengths of the WM network, using approximate relations

coming from theory. The characteristic lengths of major interest

to understand the structure and dynamics ofWMmicelles are Lc,

lp, le, and the mesh size x (See Fig. 5). Once microrheology

provides G*(u), the WM network mesh size can be calculated

from58 x ¼ (kBT/G0)
1/3; the WM persistence length can be

obtained directly from61 u0zkBT/8hml
3
p. The contour length can

be obtained from the equation G
0 0
min/G0zle/Lc.

60 Where G
0 0
minis the

local minimum of G0 0(u) after the first crossing between G0(u)
and G0 0(u); G0 0

min/G0 must be less than 0.1 to produce relatively

good values of le/Lc. le can be computed using60 le ¼ x5/3/l2/3p . The

only distance that cannot be obtained with microrheology is the

diameter of the WM. Although, this d can be estimated, from the

length of the surfactant tails involved in the WM.

High frequency microrheology constitutes a major step

forward because it is an excellent alternative to standard tech-

niques, as small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to obtain

structural information in WM solutions. In neutron scattering,

thanks to the excellent contrast of hydrogenated surfactants in

deuterated water, neutron scattering spectra (measured neutron

scattering intensity vs. wave vector, q) of WM solutions can be

obtained and compared with the scattering spectra of theoretical

models of assemblies of disordered cylindrical micelles. The

scattering curves involve information about overall size and mass

(apparent radius of gyration and apparent molar mass) at the

lowest q, flexibility (lp) in the intermediate q range, and local

structure at higher q (d, and the mass per length of the cylindrical

micelle).51 With this technique d, lp and in some cases, le and Lc

can be obtained,49,62–67 although most of the times in conjunction

with other techniques, as mechanical rheology and rheooptics.64

However, neutron scattering needs the use of complex facilities

to make the experiments, and an elaborate data treatment. In

contrast, in microrheology standard laboratory equipment is

needed. The net result is that SANS have provided WM char-

acteristic lengths in limited number of cases, and in very partic-

ular thermodynamic states, and it is not very practical to make

systematic studies, as those needed to understand the whole

picture in WM systems. Examples of characteristic length

obtained with SANS can be found in refs. 49, 62–67 and in Table

1 of ref. 51. Other techniques where lp can be obtained are

neutron spin echo,68,69 birefringence measurements70 where the

knowledge of the stress-optical coefficients are not always

accessible, or in some cases through the use of dynamic light

scattering.71
3.3. Studies of microrheology in wormlike micelle solutions

In the development of WM solutions microrheology, we can

observe two stages. In the first one, the methods were in

a permanent validation. In a second one, the methods are

starting to be used as a tool to get structural and dynamical

information about the WMs. In 2000, van Zanten and Rufener,72

proposed a model to study the Brownian motion of microspheres

in a single relaxation time Maxwellian fluid, which was exem-

plified with a WM solution. They introduced a memory function

in the Langevin equation of the form z(t) ¼ (z/s)e�t/sM;

z ¼ 6phmR, and hm is the zero shear viscosity. In addition by
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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using DWS, they showed that the MSD of polystyrene micro-

spheres embedded in a WM water solution, made of (0.27 M)

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and (0.5–2.5 M)

KBr, are well described by that model at long times (low

frequencies), at various temperatures. Particle motion was

examined at short and long times, as well as at the plateau region,

revealing the existence of an elastic response; the plateau was

used to estimate G0. The Maxwell fluid parameters (G0 and sM)

were of the same order of magnitude as those obtained by

mechanical rheology. The Brownian motion in a Maxwell fluid

has been recently revisited73 to study the role of hydrodynamic

memory and its interplay with medium viscoelasticity, where the

velocity autocorrelation function was identified as a sensible

quantity encoding that interplay. In concentrated WM aqueous

solutions, made of hexaethyleneglycol mono n-hexadecyl ether

(C16E6),
74 the MSD, G’(u), and G0 0(u) were determined from

T ¼ 28 �C to T ¼ 36 �C, using a combination of single- and

multispeckle DWS with polystyrene microspheres as tracers. The

accessible range of microrheology was extended by several orders

of magnitude. In this case, a correction factor of 1.52–2 of

unknown origin was necessary to obtain a quantitative agree-

ment between optical microrheology and classical mechanical

rheometry. The MSD was measured for polystyrene particles

embedded in WM solutions made of hexane sulfonate cetyl-

trimethyl ammonium (CTAC6SO3), and of heptane sulfonate

cetyltrimethyl ammonium (CTAC7SO3) both in water, in the

semidilute regime, using DWS.75 Three different regimes for the

particle motion were described: (a) At short times, the particles

diffuse freely in the solvent with a Brownian dynamics. (b) At

intermediate times, the MSD remains constant for a given time

interval, where particles are in Brownian motion trapped in

a cage, and (c) at longer times, the motion again becomes

diffusive. Here, the long-time diffusion coefficient corresponded

to the macroscopic viscosity of the WM solution. They intro-

duced a function that describes the MSD of particles in WM

solutions over 10 decades in time (See Fig. 4a):

�
Dr2ðtÞ� ¼ 6d2 1� e

�
�
D0

d2
t

�a0
B@

1
CA
1
.
a�

1þDm

d2
t

�
: (5)

Here, 6d2 is the value of <Dr2(t)> at the plateau where d2

corresponds to the cage size, Do is the diffusion coefficient for

particles in the solvent at infinite dilution, andDm is the diffusion

coefficient for the particles at long times. a accounts for the

broad spectrum relaxation times at the plateau onset time. This

procedure allowed to relate the cage size to the elastic modulus

(d2 ¼ kBT/[6pRGo]). From the measured MSD, G0(u) and G0 0(u)
were evaluated (using eqn (3)); they are in excellent agreement

with mechanical rheology. A detailed comparison among the

results of 1PMR, tracking optically trapped silica particles using

back-focal plane interferometry, and macroscopic mechanical

rheological technique, which used a piezorheometer over

a frequency range from �0.1 Hz to �10 KHz, was carried out in

the WM solution made of cetyl pyridinium choride (CpyCl) and

the strongly binding counterion sodium salicylate (NaSal) in

brine (0.5M), at a molar ratio NaSal/CpyCl¼ 0.5.20 An excellent

agreement was found between microrheology and mechanical
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
rheology. In a next paper,17 the same group presented a quanti-

tative comparison among 1PMR, 2PMR, and mechanical

microrheology using a high frequency piezorheometer in a range

� 10�1 and 5 � 104 Hz. The agreement between all techniques

was excellent, although the 2PMR data were noisier. The major

disagreement between macro- and microrheology data is at

frequencies < 1 Hz. The authors concluded that the agreement

between micro- and macrorheology would be good if three

conditions are met in theWM system: (1) TheWM solution must

be homogeneous on the scale of the particle size. (2) The particle

should not perturb the local environment in which it moves on

a scale comparable to its own size, i.e., the particle size has to be

much larger than any network length scale such as x or lp. (3)

There should be a non-slip boundary condition between the

micelles and the particle surface. The good agreement between

1PMR and 2PMR demonstrates that local perturbation around

the probes such as depletion, enrichment, or slip boundary

conditions did not occur to a measurable degree, because 2PMR

does not depend on the size or shape of the tracer particle and it is

independent of the coupling between the tracer and the medium.

The next step forward to obtain characteristic lengths in WM

networks is due to Willenbacher et al.61 They showed that high

frequency rheology can be used to determine structural and

dynamic properties in WM solutions. At high frequencies, stress

relaxation first is dominated by the Rouse-Zimmmodes and then

by the internal relaxation of individual Kuhn segments. This

change occurs at the critical frequency u0mentioned above. They

studied the very well known system made of WM of CpyCl (100

mM) and Na Sal (60 mM), in water at different temperatures,

using DWS and macroscopic mechanical rheometry (rotational

rheometry, oscillatory squeeze flow, and torsional resonance

oscillation). The agreement between DWS and mechanical rhe-

ometry is good, although the absolute values of G0(u) and G0 0(u)
coming from DWS are 10%–20% lower than those from

mechanical measurements. From their data, they obtained lp ¼
31–34 nm depending on the temperature, as well as x � 52 nm,

and Ec.

Because of the validation success of microrheological tech-

niques, and their capability to give experimental information to

evaluateWMnetwork characteristic lengths, a next stage started.

Now, the interest of researchers is moving to get a better

understanding of the behavior of WM solutions, particularly

when the surfactant structure, counterion type, added electro-

lytes, relative concentration, or temperature are varied. The very

well known WM water solution made of CTAB and NaSal has

been studied with DWS, at different temperatures and NaSal/

CTAB ratios.30 From the time evolution of the MSD of

embedded particles, G0(u) and G0 0(u) were obtained at high

frequencies. This allowed to estimate all the characteristic lengths

of the WM network and how they vary with the NaSal/CTAB

ratio and T. Depending on the thermodynamic conditions, lp
ranged between � 29 and 36 nm, le � 39–75 nm, and Lc � 400–

4800 nm. In this system, the larger the temperature, the smaller

Lc. Afterwards, the WM solution of CpyCl (100 mM) and NaSal

was revisited to study the linear-to-branched micelle transition.76

The study was done at different NaSal/CpyCl ratios (0.5–5) and

at frequencies from 10�2 to 106 rad/s using DWS and oscillatory

squeeze flow generated with a piezo driven vibrator. It was found

a quantitative agreement between mechanical high frequency
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937 | 5933
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rheometry and DWS; however, Go from DWS deviates from

mechanical rheology as NaSal increases, as in other systems.30 In

this study, Esc, x, and lp (� 26–30 nm) were calculated. This WM

solution exhibits two maxima in the zero-shear viscosity and in

sM when the salt/surfactant ratio is varied. It was concluded that

the first maximum could be attributed to a transition from linear

to branched micelles, the second viscosity increase to a decrease

of the branching density accompanied by an increase of Lc, and

the second viscosity decrease to a shortening of the WMs with an

increase in the branching density. The variation of le, lp, Lc, x and

Esc in WMs formed in water solutions of CTAB in the presence

of different nonpenetrating counterions (Br�, NO3�, and ClO3�)

has been also investigated,77 using mechanical high-frequency

rheology and DWS at different salt/surfactant ratios. The results

were compared with WMs made of CpyCl and the penetrating

counterion NaSal. In general, the agreement between mechanical

and optical methods is good. Esc,� 17–20 kBT, is independent of

ionic strength and of the binding strength of the salt for systems

with nonpenetrating counterions, and it is slightly higher

compared to the system CpyCl/NaSal. lp strongly depends on the

nature of the salt, their values are � 40, 34, and 29 nm for the

systems CTAB/KBr, CTAB/NaNO3, and CTAB/NaClO3,

respectively. Persistence lengths are also independent of the salt/

surfactant ratio and also significantly higher than in the case of

CpyCl/NaSal. Recently, the WM fluid made of a zwitterionic

surfactant N-tetradecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propane-

sulfonate (TDPS), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and salty water

has been studied to get structural and dynamical information of

the micellar network using DWS.78 In this study, the MSD of

embedded particles were obtained and G0(u) and G0 0(u) were

evaluated. A detailed comparison of measurements for Go and

for sM obtained with DWS and with mechanical rheometry was

done. On the average, the difference between DWS measure-

ments with respect to mechanical rheometry is of � 20% for Go,

and� 35% for sM. In a general way, the values for Go and sM are

always lower when measured with DWS than when measured

with mechanical rheometry. The agreement between both kinds

of measurements was good, although it was not excellent. One

point discussed by the authors was related to noticing that

protocols for sample preparation play a central role. Cell

geometry, cell parameters, sample preparation, and even

different reactive stocks have been described as factors that

could introduce deviations in WM mechanical rheology. In

mechanical rheology, it is not strange that measurements for

different nominally identical samples have an error bar of

� 20% for G0 and of � 5% for s. In DWS microrheology, it is

usual for a WM sample that is measured in different days to

have an error bar of �7% for G0 and of � 8% for sM. There-

fore, DWS microrheology seems to share some of these prob-

lems (sample preparation, probe particle dispersion method,

etc.), and this has to be considered when DWS microrheology

and mechanical rheology are compared. There are several

factors that have been mentioned in the literature that could

explain the difference, but neither of them is completely satis-

factory. It has been suggested that hydrotope salt ions in

solutions could be the responsible of this deviation,30 but this

suggestion was not supported by latter experimental work.76

Local structure formation or surfactant adsorption hindering

the tracer motion could be a possible scenario, which could
5934 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937
modify the parameters obtained with DWS, but this needs

further research. In this study, the WM network structural

parameters were estimated from G0(u) and G0 0(u), i.e., 6d2, le, lp,
Lc, x, for different surfactant ratios ([SDS]/[TDPS]), salt

concentrations, and temperatures. x, le, lp, were almost insen-

sible to the change of these variables. In contrast, Lc was

shorter as temperature increased: entropic contribution induces

smaller micelles. When the surfactant ratio changes, Lc presents

a peak at a ratio of � 0.50–0.55. When the ionic strength of the

media is increased though salt addition, Lc presents a peak at

a salt concentration of � 0.225 M. In some solutions, this

length can reach values of � 12 mm. Scission energies helped to

understand why the contour length first increases and then

decreases, when salt is added.

Now, microrheology is giving a different perspective to the

study ofWM solutions. It can allow making systematic studies to

get a better understanding on how the physicochemical condi-

tions transform micellar networks, and how these networks

modify the rheological behavior. As examples, we have

mentioned the study of the effect of penetrating or not pene-

trating counterions into the WM structure,77 or the study of the

effect of salt addition on the characteristic lengths of the WM

network.78 However, the study of the transition from linear to

branched micelles76 presents different challenges related to WM

theory, and the way the results are interpreted. These issues have

been difficult to explore until now. In nonionic surfactants in

water, as the temperature increases, more branched networks are

formed; whereas linear micelles appear at lower temperatures.50

This anomalous behavior apparently is due to the effect of

temperature on the spontaneous curvature, rather than to the

energy/translational entropy balance. In ionic surfactants, when

salt is added, the electrostatic repulsions between head groups

are screened, inducing a linear growth; atomistic molecular

dynamics simulations have clearly shown this effect.79 However,

after a maximum, salt addition suggests a decrease in the micellar

size. Nevertheless, there are salty solutions with long WMs that

exhibit an amazingly high fluidity that can not be accounted for

the reptation model.57 Two mechanisms have been proposed,

although they have not critically examined yet.80,81 In these

mechanisms, local stress relaxes instead of disentangling through

a mixture of reptation or breakage and recombination,57 it

relaxes by sliding the cross-links along the micelles through the

viscous flow on the surfactant molecules, or by other processes

that occur when micellar threads collide. In the latter, WMs form

transient cross-links recombining on the other side of the

encountered micelles after collision, to reform the WMs (ghost-

like crossing).

Notwithstanding the success of microrheology, there are

important questions related to how accurate the characteristic

lengths of the WM networks coming from results of micro-

rheology are. We need further research to make comparisons

among characteristic lengths coming from microrheology and

from other techniques, as SANS or by direct observation of

individual WMs. Imaging of individual WMs made of diblock

copolymers, doped with a hydrophobic fluorescent dye with

fluorescence microscopy, has been possible in a microfluidic

cross-flow device that creates an elongational flow;82 Lc can be

obtained and with further analysis, probably lp could also be

obtained.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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4. Studies ofMicrorheology in suspensions embedded
with F-actin and bacteriofhage fd

4.1. F-actin

Cells sense, generate, and respond to forces in their environment

through cytoskeletal dynamics. An understanding of cytoskeletal

mechanical properties would be essential for understanding cell

mechanics and the associated biological phenomena. Cell

experiments have revealed that the cytoskeleton exhibits both

elastic and viscous characteristics under applied stress.83,84One of

the principal constituents of the cytoskeleton is filamentous actin

(F-actin). Structural assembly of F-actin is regulated by over 100

actin-binding proteins,85 which organizes it in cross-linked

networks and in bundled filaments. The later contributes to the

structural stability of the cell, providing added mechanical

strength. F-actin has raised much interest because understanding

its mechanical behavior is of central importance for establishing

how it works as a dynamic mechanical scaffold within living cells,

to control many functions.

F-actin is a two-stranded helix (d � 7–8 nm) made of poly-

merized protein subunits, the actin monomers (G-actin). These

filaments can become very long, Lc � 10–20 mm, and they are

semiflexibe polymers on the micrometer scale, lp � 17 mm.86

Solutions of these filaments also are characterized by the average

distance between filaments or the mesh size, x. The shear moduli

of F-actin solutions have been determined by passive micro-

rheology, through evaluating the power spectral density of

position fluctuations of embedded particles, at various concen-

trations,18 and with DWS;87,98 F-actin Lc was not controlled in

these studies. The agreement between mechanical and DWS

measurements is good, at least over the frequency range probed

by both instruments (within 10–15%). The elastic modulus

dominates viscoelasticity at small frequencies, and the loss

modulus dominates at large frequencies. The high-bandwidth

measurements of the MSD were sensitive to both the fast

bending fluctuations of single actin filaments at short times, and

the macroscopic viscoelasticity of F-actin networks at long times,

where the microsphere probes become elastically trapped by the

actin filaments. At high frequencies, viscoelastic moduli scale as

� ua, where a � 3/4 . This exponent is much larger than that

predicted for flexible polymer solutions a ¼ 1/2 . This unusual

exponent, 3/4 , corresponds rather to a model of high-frequency

dynamics of semi-flexible polymer solutions,88 and it is a direct

consequence of the finite rigidity of F-actin. With the develop-

ment of 2PMR, it has been suggested that earlier interpretations

using particle tracking, carried out with 1PMR, may not reflect

the true bulk behavior.14,15 1PMR and 2PMRwere used to probe

the length scale dependence of the F-actin network micro-

rheology, between 0.01–30 rad/s.89 The contribution of the

longitudinal fluctuations of the filaments, which lead to an

increase the in elastic modulus at length scales up to lp, was

determined with 2PMR. With 1PMR, it was probed that the

filament entanglement leads to a frequency-independent elastic

modulus. Comparisons among results coming from active 2PMR

and 1PMR, and passive microrheological methods for F-actin

and actin driven by myosin motor proteins have been carried

out.23 In equilibrium, active and passive methods give the same

results in the frequency range where both methods are reliable. In
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
non-equilibrium systems, the combination of both methods

provides an accurate method to quantify non-thermal fluctua-

tions, and to calculate the spectrum of the forces driving the

system out of equilibrium. One of the most interesting contri-

butions to exploit microrheology in thread-like systems, allowing

a better understanding of the mechanical response of entangled

F-actin solutions at length scales from 1–100 mm, was in a study

where both x and Lc where varied in a controlled way.90 It was

found that 1PMR probed the viscoelastic behavior at length

scales of � 2R. For u > sc�1 (sc is the relaxation time of bending

fluctuations over an entanglement length), G0(u) and G0 0(u) are
remarkably insensitive to Lc, showing a frequency dependence

that is compatible with u3/4. This suggests that 1PMR probes

bending fluctuations of single filaments at these frequencies. In

this regime, single-filament dynamics dominate the mechanical

response until filaments become sterically hindered at a length le.

At frequencies u < sc�1, 1PMR shows an elastic plateau for

samples with the longest filaments. This elastic plateau results

from a steric hindrance of the filaments at a length le. In contrast,

2PMR shows an enhanced viscoelastic relaxation, which is fila-

ment-length dependent at intermediate frequencies. The relaxa-

tion time of this extra dissipation can be related to fluctuations in

the quantity of material present in each segment of le; these

density fluctuations diffuse along the filament. 2PMR shows that

this additional relaxation leads to G0(u) � G00(u) � u1/2. This

scaling behavior has not been predicted theoretically. This study

concluded that in entangled F-actin solutions, the mechanical

response changes as the length scales in the system vary. There-

fore, microrheology can be used to probe length-scale-dependent

rheology. Moreover, the results also suggest that 1PMR may be

more useful for measurements of cross-linked networks of

semiflexible filaments, where contributions from long wavelength

longitudinal fluctuations are reduced. The results highlight the

sensitivity of the rheology of entangled solutions of semiflexible

polymers to the length scales that determine both network

geometry and filament properties; this provides new insight into

the origin of the scaling behavior of rheology that has to be fully

described theoretically. Quite recently, the effect of ABPs on the

mechanical properties of homogeneous F-actin networks using

both passive and active microrheology has been studied to

correlate mechanical properties with structural geometry.24 The

microscale non-linear behavior of the cross-linked F-actin

network was obtained by active measurement at high strain. The

effects of length scale on both network elasticity and micro-

structure were investigated by controlling actin filament length

and probe size, and it was showed that short actin filaments

influence connectivity of the network structure resulting in

a reduced elasticity.
4.2. Bacteriophage fd

Water suspensions of filamentous bacterial viruses with semi-

flexible structures where Lc � Lp [ d (See Fig. 5), is another

system of recent interest. In particular, bacteriophage fd

suspensions are quite attractive because they form liquid crystals

at specific ranges of concentration and ionic strength;91,92

a review can be found in ref. 93. In addition, they present

a complicated nonlinear rheology,94,95 exhibiting shear- and
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937 | 5935
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vorticity-banding, and tumbling regimes, as well as interesting

features when mixed with temperature-sensitive polymers as

poly-N-isopropylacrylamide.96 fd virus is an excellent model of

an entangled network of monodisperse semiflexible filaments,

which consists of a single-stranded circular DNA covered with

a coat made of identical protein subunits, with Lc� 0.9 mm, d� 7

nm, and lp � 2.2 mm. The viscolastic properties of suspensions of

bacteriophage fd have been measured using both mechanical

rheometry and active microrheology, which have been performed

using a magnetic tweezers rheometer and particle tracking.97 The

study was mainly addressed to get G0(u) and G0 0(u) in the low

frequency range (� 0.06 < u < 25 rad/s) for solutions in

a concentration range of 5–15 mg/mL; G00(u) > G0(u) for all

frequencies below 6.2 rad/s. At frequencies above 6.2 rad/s,

a shallow and slanted plateau-like region was found (� 0.32 rad/

s) for G0(u) where G0(u) � G0 0(u). G0 0(u) exhibits an inflection

point around 6.2 rad/s. In the low frequency regime, it was found

that G0� u0.9–1.2 and G00 � u0.7–0.9, which are far from the expected

behavior G0� u2 and G0 0 � u1. fd virus solutions have also

been studied in the dilute, semidilute, and concentrated regimes

(cfd � 0.2–14 mg/mL) at an ionic strength I ¼ 50 mM.21 Here,

G0(u) and G0 0(u) were measured in a wide frequency range (0.62

< u < 6.2 � 104 rad/sec) using a passive microrheology method,

evaluating the power spectral density of the thermal fluctuations

of embedded particles, focused with a laser beam. In the dilute

regime, G*(u) is dominated by the rigid rod rotational relaxa-

tion. Increasing the fd concentration, both moduli increase. Just

below the isotropic-nematic phase transition, the elastic modulus

is �10 Pa, and the sample is still mainly viscous, i.e., it remains

rather weakly entangled. This was attributed to the relative short

virus contour length and to the charged surface of the fd virus,

which prevents sticking between them. Varying the fd concen-

tration showed that entanglement becomes relevant only at

concentrations beyond 2 mg/ml. In the high-concentration

regime, at high frequencies, suspensions reflect a single

semiflexible filament dynamics; at the high-frequency end, G0 0(u)
� u3/4 as predicted for semiflexible polymers. Notwithstanding

that the viscoelastic properties of fd suspensions have been

measured at low and at relatively high frequencies, there are

many studies to be done. Suspensions of fd virus at higher

concentrations or at higher ionic strength have not been

explored. It would be appropriate that 1PMR and 2PMR

experiments could be carried out, because it is not known the

length scale dependence of the microrheology in these suspen-

sions, as in the case of in F-actin solutions.
5. Concluding remarks

In this brief review, we have shown the way microrheology has

evolved and it is becoming a reliable method to characterize the

linear viscoelastic properties in soft matter. We have drawn

attention to the new kind of investigations microrheology is

allowing to develop in solutions with embedded thread-like

supramolecular structures. Rheology in soft matter is now

available in a very wide frequency interval, mechanical response

at different length scales can be explored, rheological studies can

be done in heterogeneous systems and particularly in biological

matter. In particular, microrheology can be of help to enhance

our understanding in wormlike micellar solutions, providing
5936 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 5926–5937
a relatively simple experimental method to obtain the charac-

teristic lengths of the wormlike micellar network.
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